
The greatest Duelists attract the most fearsome foes, and the legendary Pharaoh 
is no exception! Duelist Pack: Rivals of the Pharaoh is packed with cards used by 
and inspired by the Pharaoh’s toughest opponents and their most exhilarating 
Duels from the original Yu-Gi-Oh! animated series.

Sometimes a friend, more often an enemy, billionaire Duelist extraordinaire 
Seto Kaiba pushed the Pharaoh to his limits from the very first episode. His 
Blue-Eyes Ultimate Dragon’s signature move, Neutron Blast, is now a 
Spell Card that lets your own Blue-Eyes Ultimate Dragon attack 3 times 
in a turn – once for each head – without interruption! Duelists can also use 
knowledge of their own greatest rivals to their advantage with Lullaby of 
Obedience, a one-of-a-kind Spell Card that lets you play any monster you can 
name from your opponent’s Deck!

When the dust settled on the Battle City Tournament, it became apparent 
that Yugi’s mild-mannered schoolmate Bakura, possessed by the evil spirit of 
the Millennium Ring, was the Pharaoh’s true enemy all along. Fans have been 
requesting Bakura’s Dark Sanctuary Field Spell for over a decade, and now 
it’s finally here! While Dark Sanctuary is in play, every attack your opponent 
makes has a 50% chance of backfiring completely and damaging your 
opponent, plus you can also use your Monster Zones to complete the Destiny 
Board’s terrifying message and win the Duel automatically!

To free the Pharaoh’s soul from eternal imprisonment in the Millennium 
Puzzle, Yugi had to defeat him in one climactic Duel in Egypt.  Yugi’s Silent 
Swordsman and Silent Magician monsters from that Duel represented his own 
personal growth throughout the original series, and now, 10 years later, those 
monsters have grown up too! These new monsters can shush Spell Cards while 
their Attack Points grow and grow throughout the Duel, eventually becoming 
strong enough to take down even the toughest monsters Dueling has to offer.

Last but certainly not least, you’ll even find cards used by Maximillion Pegasus 
and Marik Ishtar, the Pharaoh’s final opponents from Duelist Kingdom and 
Battle City, respectively.

Duelist Pack: Rivals of the Pharaoh contains 11 brand-new cards, and 46 cards 
in all: 24 Commons, 10 Rares, 6 Super Rares, and 6 Ultra Rares.

*Card names subject to change.

CONFIGURATION:
5 Cards per Booster Pack

36 Packs per Display Box

12 Display Boxes per Case
STREET DATE:
9/16/2016
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